Multi-color FISH techniques.
Traditional FISH analysis has employed, at most, two colors of detection, a red-fluorescing fluorochrome and a green-fluorescing fluorochrome. The improvements in fluorescent imaging and development of heartier fluorochromes/dyes have enabled investigators to use several different DNA probes in one experiment. This may involve all or combinations of locus-specific probes and chromosome paints. The value of such experiments lies in the investigator obtaining far more information from one specific cell at one time, rather then carrying out separate experiments on multiple specimens prepared from the same sample, then extrapolating results. The generic term for multi-color FISH assays is M-FISH, however, the technologies behind the manner in which the fluorochrome information is generated has spawned two different M-FISH systems: spectral karyotyping (SKY) and M-FISH. For both assays, the experimental procedures are identical: commercially available probes for all 24 (human) chromosomes are differentially labeled according to a labeling scheme and hybridized to metaphase spreads for 24 to 48 hr, followed by post-hybridization washes and, if required, antibody detection. The difference lies in the imaging: spectral karyotyping identifies the differentiation of the chromosomes based on their spectral properties, whereas M-FISH identifies the differentiation of the chromosomes based on that fluorochrome's presence or absence when visualized with specific filters. The resulting analysis for both methods is the same, revealing hidden translocations and insertions as well as the chromosomal components of marker chromosomes.